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The global exchange-traded derivatives market place is one of the most dynamic markets in the world.
G. H. Financials’ quarterly Newsletter – “Global Clearing” – aims to give our clients an overview and insight into
how G. H. Financials is leading from the front in adapting to an ever-changing market landscape in order to give our
clients market-leading service and support in their trading activities.

INTRODUCTION

LONDON | CHICAGO | HONG KONG
Julian O’Leary
Chief Operating Officer
Welcome to the G. H. Financials’ mid-year newsletter!
Several of us F&O industry participants, me included, sat on panels, forums and debates during late
2017, reflecting on the year of regulatory change, and offering our opinions on what 2018 would offer
the world of Exchange Traded Futures and Options.
Given we’re nearly half way through 2018, it’s probably a good time to judge who, if any of us, had the
ability to predict the future.
Starting close to home, G.H. Financials appointed a new Chairman, a new CEO, COO, CFO and new
Chief Business Development Officer.
Very happily, these were all internal promotions of people who share the same vision and passion for
supporting and developing both the F&O Industry, and the G. H. Financials global footprint within it.
Outside of our firm, we’ve seen equity markets reach new highs at the beginning of the year and sell
off shortly afterwards.
I do recall more than one person predicting increased volatility in 2018, however I don’t remember any
specific prediction of the huge volatility spike we saw in early February.
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We’ve seen some interesting new product launches in 2018. The search for an alternative reference
interest rate has been subject to much debate over the past few years, and we now have SOFR’s and
SONIA’s to add to the Exchange Traded Interest Rate product portfolios.
As many of us know, whilst Exchanges are always under pressure to innovate and launch new
products to satisfy hedging or speculative demand, it’s a long hard road, one requiring the right
combination of liquidity, market participation, and creation of respectable open interest, with the latter
often used to gauge success.
From the technology perspective, we at GHF continue to look for the most efficient means to provide
our clients with both trading and clearing solutions.
With new technology solutions ‘and variations of old’ appearing on a regular basis, we look to match
our client requirements with those available. Whilst unfortunately it’s not always possible to support
every platform, especially given the new regulatory environment, we aim to provide a solution to
accommodate most trading styles.
So, what’s the prediction for the second half of 2018?
For us at GHF, we will continue to work hard to support our clients’ trading activities, delivering
the best service and support we can, and always looking at ways we can enhance our customers’
business.
Julian OLeary:

julian.oleary@ghfinancials.com

FEATURE
Trading Technologies:

Introducing TT® Score, TT® Prime and Advanced
Options Functionality

Trading Technologies (TT), a G. H. Financials ISV partner and global provider of high-performance
trading software, recently announced the availability of new cutting-edge solutions for trade
surveillance, options trading and enhanced trade execution, all of which are accessible through
Trading Technologies’ ultra-low-latency professional trading platform, TT.
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TT Score, TT’s new trade surveillance and compliance solution, offers complete transparency into
compliance risk with minimal effort. By utilizing machine learning technologies, TT Score seamlessly
recognizes and flags patterns of behavior that pose the greatest regulatory risk before violations
happen, helping to avoid fines and enforcement investigations. Additionally, users can leverage TT
Score’s real-time capabilities and nano-second time stamping to specifically comply with MiFID II
regulation. TT Score will be accessible through the TT platform, and is available to users of other
trading software using FIX drop copy.
Options on TT features a new Advanced Options Package with sophisticated functionality for viewing
and analyzing option markets, identifying opportunities and assessing position risk. Traders have
access to all options widgets, including Options Chain, Watchlist, RFQ Viewer, Options Risk and
Options Risk Matrix as well as TT’s implied volatility, theoretical prices and Greeks. Options on TT also
offers strategy creation at ICE, Eurex, Euronext, CME and more.
For traders looking to enhance their trade execution, TT Prime, a custom-built Autospreader® deployed
on dedicated hardware, eliminates interprocess communication and minimizes network latency to
provide unparallelled spread trading performance. Traders can utilize TT Prime to combine prices,
order routing and spread logic into a single process for the fastest quoting and hedge speeds.
These new solutions join TT’s ever-growing suite of customizable tools, including the industrystandard MD Trader®, Autospreader, ADL®, APIs, integrated charting and analytics, and more.
Find out more:
tradingtechnologies.com

NEWS
Fund Raising:

Ibbo’s Kilt Challenge
June 2018 | London
Each year the FIA hosts the IDX Gala in aid of Futures for Kids. Over
the last nine years, the Gala has raised more than £1.4 million for the
charity, including through the Kilt Challenge.
Since 2010, various giants from the futures industry have accepted the
sporran and the challenge to beat the previous year’s Kilt Challenge.
G. H. Financials’ Chairman, Mark Ibbotson, is taking on the Kilt
Challenge for 2018 and aims to raise over £14,000 for Futures for Kids.
Find out more:
ghfinancials.com/en/more/news/ibbos-kilt-challenge
Donate:
justgiving.com/fundraising/ibboskiltchallenge
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Markets:

#1 on HKFE
G. H. Financials (Hong Kong) Ltd. was the number one clearer for Hong Kong Futures Exchange’s
(HKFE) flagship Hang Seng Index Futures Contract according to Q1 2018 rankings from HKFE.
In addition, G. H. Financials (Hong Kong) Ltd. was also ranked in the top three clearers for a number of
other leading Hong Kong Futures Exchange’s contracts according to Q1 2018 rankings including the
Mini-Hang Seng Index Futures Contract, the USD/CHN Futures, EUR/CHN Futures and the JPY/CNH
Futures contracts.
Sharon Shi Ning, Managing Director of G. H. Financials (Hong Kong) Ltd. said:
“This is fantastic news for G. H. Financials in Hong Kong and reflects on our hard work in delivering
excellent customer service to our new and existing clients in the Asian market as well as helping to
develop the local market.”.

EXCHANGE FOCUS
CME Group:

SOFR Futures Volume, Open Interest Marches
Upward
Based on extensive customer input, CME Group has launched 3-Month
and 1-Month SOFR Futures contracts. In the first 10 trading days, more
than 60 global participants traded 14.1K contracts and open interest
grew to 5.6K contracts.
Endorsed by the Alternative Reference Rate Committee (ARRC) in
June 2017, the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (SOFR) is a broad
Treasuries overnight repo financing rate published by the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York in cooperation with the U.S. Office of
Financial Research starting April 3, 2018.
SOFR Futures trade alongside highly-liquid Eurodollar, Fed Fund and
Treasury futures to offer enhanced spread trading capabilities via CME
Globex intercommodity spreads and capital efficiencies through margin
offsets.
Find out more:
cmegroup.com/trading/interest-rates/secured-overnight-financing-rate-futures.html
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Running:

J. P. Morgan Corporate Challenge 2018

Battersea Park,
London
4 & 5 July 2018

For the third time in succession, G. H. Financials is pleased to announce
it will once again be entering a team into the J. P. Morgan Corporate
Challenge, which will take place on 4 & 5 July 2018 in Battersea Park,
London.
This year will see G. H. Financials field it’s largest team ever, with 16
members of the London office taking part to, up from 11 last year.
Find out more:
ghfinancials.com/en/more/events/jpm-corporate-challenge-2018

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
Ryan Leung

Regional Sales Executive, Asia Pacific, Hong Kong Office
G. H. Financials is comprised of talented and hardworking individuals
that make the company successful. Our fifth employee spotlight shines
the light on Ryan Leung from our Hong Kong office.
What is your role at G. H. Financials?
I joined GHF in March 2018 as Asia Pacific Sales Executive, having previously
worked at ABN AMROP Clearing as Relationship Manager based in the Hong
Kong office.
What is your favorite aspect of your job?
Sales management isntaren’t always based on routines - each day is never really
the same, which is what makes this job interesting! I love that I am learning
something new every day. Although there are always new challenges and
obstacles to be resolved, I am grateful for the support from our mycolleagues,
and the quick turnaround time for getting input and resolving issues is
something we as a firm should be very proud of.
What made you decide to work at GHF?
GHF is well known to be a leader in providing global clearing solutions. But more
importantly, I was impressed by our management team’s vision for our company,
how they planned to manage and grow both the team and the business.
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What does a typical day look like for you and what are you currently
working on?
My main role is to promote the GHF brand, and to build up relationships with
potential clients who may be interested in our product offering and services.
Networking is a huge part of the job, not only with potential clients, but also with
other partners and market players, such as different stock exchanges, brokers,
and vendors. It’s important to remain in constant dialogue with different market
players, in order to stay on top of the latest news and developments, regulatory
changes, and business opportunities. As we are looking to expand our footprint
into different markets, I am always on the lookout for new opportunities in the
region as well.
What is your biggest achievement to date – personal or professional
Married to the love of my life!

FIND OUT MORE
If you want to find out more about any of the items covered in this newsletter, or find out how
G. H. Financials could help your business, please get in touch with us:
Email: 				enquiries@ghfinancials.com
Our contact form: 		www.ghfinancials.com/en/contact
London:				
t: +44 (0)20 7653 6409 ext. 1700
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Chicago:				
t: +1 312 586 1801		

Hong Kong:
t: +852 5808 0324 ext. 2210
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